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This website shares my research derived from my 24-year ongoing personal war with Government, 

enlightenment to the increasing covert destruction inflicted upon OUR Souls daily. 

Government's ASSIGNMENT being OUR SECURITY, WE contracted for strong leadership to deliver 

precise direction (clear communications) for OUR entire population's Evolution: 

Statutes and Case Law residing in OUR Library of Congress (Government’s work product) 

Pitting yesteryear’s pure vision against today’s facade, the scoreboard summary is devastating. OUR 

Founders’ solid structure for minimal government and healthy evolution is clearly not what government 

delivers. 

While campaigns sway public selections, there’s no requirement that political candidates know OUR 

Fundamental Laws or have any CREDENTIALS (no accountability for accuracy); therein a recipe for 

failure. How can anyone swear an oath to uphold a contract they don’t understand? 

What was missing from our Fundamental Documents to allow our present state of affairs? Somber review of 

those specifications provides only one conclusion. There is no flaw in OUR Founders’ plan, only failure to 

anticipate the intensity with which evil will pursue its goal. 

As a child grows, so does his strength and education. Punished defiance teaches either respect or more 

cunning defiance. Uncorrected defiance turns insufficient morality into disrespect and manipulation, 

insufficient money into greed, and the combination into intense evil goals. 

OUR 247-year-old child moves mountains, rigid boundaries cast in stone. For over 100 years, OUR child 

has been slowly, increasingly manipulating Society. Unconstrained subtle misdirections have been stacking 

one atop another, fortifying by repetition, gathering systemic momentum, and coalescing into an elaborate 

plot of destruction. 

DOCUMENTED in OUR Library of Congress (easily verified), OUR Government has been deploying 

deep-routed deception, a war-of-words reigning down upon OUR entire population. Antiquated, habitual 

misdirections have fostered flawed customs, principles, and doctrines contaminating OUR Judiciary. 

Camouflaged pinpoint strikes inflate Government function, bypass authority limits, suppress OUR Standing 

and Expectations, and whittle away OUR “Unalienable Rights”; all eroding the Foundation of America and 

delivering today’s illusion of Freedom. 

Tactical mass deception pervades OUR lives, simultaneously coercing Abusive Execution, Public 

Submission, and Judicial ERROR; thereby subverting "Morality and Reason" and OUR Fundamental Laws 

with unchecked expansion of power and domination – the downfall of any FREE Civilization. 

Flawed statutes and tainted Case Law shred American Morality and infect OUR Education System. 

Nationwide consistent mistreatment of all Citizens endorses Abuse, promotes OUR blind indifference, and 

coerces submission to increasing control over every facet of our private lives. 

Fostering misunderstanding while evading detection, deceitful Statutes emanate illusions of truths; inducing 

presumption without authentication, NO TRACEABLE CHAIN OF AUTHORITY. 

For generations, many Government officials have succumbed to their predecessors' flawed education and 

deceptions; paving an ever-widening highway to Tyranny. 

Cowering in blind submission is not the direction of Evolution, but of again repeating History. “WE” must 

acknowledge Government’s failures and implement OUR RIGHT “to alter any form of government [which] 

becomes destructive” of OUR “Life, Liberty and the Pursuit of Happiness”. 

For ourselves and OUR Posterity, “WE” must counter OUR “lack of concern” (induced submission), 

reclaim OUR Sovereign RIGHTS, and demand change. 


